
EvENts being held ONLINE

Learn more about how to view St. Johnsbury’s digital-only  
events at vermonthumanities.org/stjohnsbury.

OctObEr 7  n   Michael Poster 
If She Has a Pulse, She Has a Chance
If She Has a Pulse, She Has a Chance is a series of deeply  
moving photographic portraits, stories, and essays about  
recovery from opioid addiction. Artist and activist Michael  
Poster describes his work on the series, completed over two  
years at the Turning Point Recovery Center in Brattleboro.     

NoVeMBer 4  n   Bryn Geffert   
Democracies, Libraries, and Free Information    
Democracy works only when citizens enjoy unfettered access  
to good information. But a broken system of publishing can  
impede this learning. UVM dean of libraries Bryn Geffert  
shares the innovative ways that some libraries get information 
into the hands of everyone who needs it.    
Underwriter: University of Vermont Humanities Center    
Partner: Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Pulitzer Prizes

DEcEmbEr 2  n   Kemi Fuentes-George 
Environment and race:  
the Hidden connections
How is race connected to environmental degradation?  
Middlebury professor Kemi Fuentes-George draws from  
national and global cases to describe how racism shapes— 
and is shaped—by environmental management in areas like  
conservation, waste management, and climate change, and  
highlights ways towards a more just environmentalism.        
Partners: Middlebury College and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,  
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Pulitzer Prizes

JANUAry 6  n   Erica Heilman
making Rumble Strip in my closet 
Erica Heilman’s award-winning podcast Rumble Strip covers a 
range of Vermont-related topics, from mental health, hunger, 
and homelessness to deer hunting, cheerleading, and donut 
shops. In this talk, Heilman discusses the interview process and 
shares stories from her podcast, which she describes as “extra-
ordinary conversations with ordinary people. Or that’s the goal.” 
Underwriter: Bill Mares & Chris Hadsel  

FEbrUAry 3  n   Mary Coffey  
Orozco’s American Epic 
The Epic of American Civilization is a 24-panel mural painted 
by José Clemente Orozco at Dartmouth College between 1932 
and 1934. Mary Coffey, Dartmouth professor and the author of 
Orozco’s American Epic: Myth, History, and the Melancholy of 
Race, explores one of the Mexican muralist’s greatest works.    
Underwriter: Passumpsic Bank Member FDIC

mArcH 3  n   Greg Bottoms   
Lowest White Boy:  
On the Hidden Forces of American racism  
Lyndon Johnson once observed, “If you can convince the  
lowest white man he’s better than the best colored man,  
he won’t notice you’re picking his pocket.” UVM English  
professor Greg Bottoms discusses his memoir, Lowest White 
Boy, which explores the powerful historical, cultural, social, 
and political forces behind white supremacy.   
Underwriter: University of Vermont Humanities Center
Partner: Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Pulitzer Prizes

APrIL 7  n   Elizabeth Morrison  
How china became buddhist and  
buddhism became chinese 
Chinese society never became exclusively Buddhist, but  
other religious traditions had to respond as Buddhist ideas, 
practices, and institutions permeated the country. Middlebury 
Religion professor Elizabeth Morrison discusses how the 
Buddhist tradition came to China, how it was received, and 
the distinctive Chinese forms of Buddhism that emerged.   
Partner: Middlebury College and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

mAy 5  n   Rich Wolfson 
Einstein in a Nutshell  
Einstein’s most famous contribution to science—his theory  
of relativity—is based on an idea so simple it can be  
stated in one sentence. Yet from that simple idea, explains 
Middlebury professor Richard Wolfson, follow conclusions  
that have revolutionized our notions of space, time,  
and causality.    
Underwriter: Peter Gilbert Endowment Fund 
Partner: Middlebury College and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
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